High spatiotemporal resolution dynamic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a powerful clinical tool for imaging moving structures as well as to reveal and quantify other physical and physiological dynamics. The low speed of MRI necessitates acceleration methods such as deep learning reconstruction from under-sampled data. However, the massive size of many dynamic MRI problems prevents deep learning networks from directly exploiting global temporal relationships. In this work, we show that by applying deep neural networks inside a priori calculated temporal feature spaces, we enable deep learning reconstruction with global temporal modeling even for image sequences with >40,000 frames. One proposed variation of our approach using dilated multi-level Densely Connected Network (mDCN) speeds up feature space coordinate calculation by 3000x compared to conventional iterative methods, from 20 minutes to 0.39 seconds. Thus, the combination of low-rank tensor and deep learning models not only makes large-scale dynamic MRI feasible but also practical for routine clinical application 1 .
Introduction
Dynamic imaging plays an important role in many clinical MRI exams, assessing tissue health by visualizing and/or measuring any of several dynamic processes within the body: cardiac motion, respiration, T1 or T2 relaxation, contrast agent dynamics, and more. However, dynamic MRI is a relatively slow imaging modality, necessitating acceleration methods which can reconstruct images from "incomplete" image data. Thanks to the demonstrated ability of multilayer neural networks to learn highly efficient image representations and to rapidly decode imaging data, deep learning has become a popular approach for reconstructing static images (or individual frames of dynamic images) from snapshots of incomplete imaging data. This time-independent approach to image reconstruction ignores relationships between different frames of the image sequence; as a result, dynamic deep learning methods have recently been introduced, sharing data across sequences between 30 and 200 frames long [1] [2] [3] .
A major unaddressed problem in dynamic deep learning MR image reconstruction is how to handle even longer image sequences-a challenge raised by two current trends in dynamic MRI. First, accelerated dynamic MRI techniques have pushed toward higher frame rates as a means of investigating dynamic processes with increased temporal resolution. Second, multi-dynamic/extra-dimensional MRI techniques [4] [5] [6] can now simultaneously image multiple dynamic processes at once by defining multiple "time dimensions" (i.e., time-varying independent variables), leading to exponential growth of frames per image sequence. These trends have led to massive problem sizes; for example, [6] reports image sequences between 20,000 frames and 140,000 frames long. Dynamic deep learning MR image reconstruction has not yet been demonstrated for image sequences of this size, largely due to GPU memory limitations and overfitting risks that stem from the increased numbers of weights required to exploit global temporal relationships by connecting all frames (even indirectly).
One memory-efficient approach for non-deep learning methods has been linear subspace modeling [7] , a variant of low-rank imaging. There, rather than focusing on image sequences in the time-domain, images are modeled, reconstructed, and stored in a lowdimensional, subject-specific feature space. However, employing linear modeling alone is known to be less effective than combining this approach with sparse recovery inside the feature space [8, 9] (substantially slowing the reconstruction process) or replacing the linear subspace model with nonlinear manifold modeling [10] (discarding the memory benefits). These approaches all require slow iterative reconstruction, which compromises their practical application in the clinic, where reconstruction is expected to take seconds. This iterative reconstruction is especially slow for non-Cartesian acquisitions, which otherwise have excellent properties for dynamic imaging.
Here, we propose an approach combining the memory efficiency of linear subspace modeling with the quality of nonlinear manifold modeling. Our approach uses deep learning to recover image coordinates/feature maps within linear subspaces rather than directly recovering image sequences, allowing non-local temporal modeling across entire image sequences with many frames. Due to strong connections between deep learning and nonlinear manifold modeling [11] , we interpret this approach as using deep learning to recover feature maps on a nonlinear manifold within a subject-specific linear subspace. Although the feature space changes with each subject and is determined from concurrent subject-specific auxiliary data, the transform learned by the network is generalized and can be applied in any linear subspace of the same dimensionality.
We evaluate this approach for 5-D cardiac MR Multitasking, a low-rank tensor approach with three time-dimensions (cardiac phase, respiratory phase, and inversion time) and >40,000 frames per image sequence, enabling non-ECG, free-breathing, myocardial T1 mapping [12] . For this evaluation, we compare mDCN [13] and the stateof-the-art DenseUnet [14] as example network architectures, training on 153 subjects. We further expanded the mDCN structure with dilated convolutional layers for a larger receptive field, which is proven to further improve the reconstruction performance. Our preliminary results show that our model can reduce image coordinate recovery time from 20 minutes for a single 2D slice into 0.39s, an >3000x speed improvement which puts online clinical deployment within reach. Both networks were capable of fast image reconstruction, but mDCN was faster, smaller, more accurate, and more precise than the more widely-used DenseUnet.
Contributions
• We developed a new deep learning approach to dynamic MR imaging reconstruction • Specifically, we show that applying deep neural networks inside low-dimensional data-driven temporal feature spaces allows time-and memory-efficient learning of global temporal relationships, even for image sequences with >40,000 frames. • We modified a highly efficient neural network mDCN to produce high-quality images with less time and memory usage than the more-popular DenseUnet.
Method

Background
Dynamic MRI produces a spatiotemporal image sequence ( , ), a function of spatial location (denoted by vector = [ * , + , , ] . containing up to three spatial directions / ) and one or more time dimensions (denoted by vector = [ * , + , ⋯ , 2 ] . containing R time-varying independent variables / ). Here, we represent the discretized image sequence as a matrix ∈ ℂ 6×8 with elements /: = ; / , : <, with M spatial locations (voxels), and N time points (frames). The matrix is spatially encoded by the MR scanner, producing a vector of encoded data = ( ), where (⋅) typically comprises partial spatial Fourier encoding as well as additional spatial encoding from receiver sensitivity patterns. The goal of image reconstruction is to recover the original image sequence from the measured data , i.e., to find some operation such that = ( ). Typically, it is not possible to sample at or above the spatiotemporal Nyquist rate, so the data are undersampled. This leads to an ill-posed inverse problem, such that a general (⋅) = A* (⋅) does not exist. However, due to strong relationships between different image frames of , dynamic MR images lie on low-dimensional manifolds [7, 10] ; reconstruction methods can exploit these temporal relationships to find an such that ; ( )< ≈ for these images.
Subspace formulation
When the image sequence contains many frames, can be rather large, presenting substantial computational challenges for designing an f which produces by exploiting global temporal relationships across all image frames. One memory-efficient approach to recover while exploiting global temporal relationships has been to use linear subspace modeling:
. This model implies that the matrix has a low rank < min( , ) and can be efficiently factored as = , where ∈ ℂ 6×H has elements /ℓ = ℓ ( / ) and ∈ ℂ H×8 has elements ℓ: = ℓ ; : <. In this formulation, the columns of the spatial factor are feature maps containing the coordinates for ( , ) within a "temporal feature space" spanned by U ℓ ; : <V ℓI* H . Sampling can be designed to include high-speed auxiliary data as a subset of (sometimes called subspace training data or navigator data), from which the temporal feature space can be directly extracted via principal component analysis (PCA). This predetermines and updates the problem formulation to
where the new goal of image reconstruction is to find an such that ( ) ≈ . Linear subspace modeling alone is typically not enough to produce a high-quality from a highly under-sampled , so this approach is often combined by sparse recovery methods such as compressed sensing to find a which itself has a sparse representation ( ), e.g., by solving the nonlinear reconstruction problem
In practice, (1) is solved U by "backprojecting" onto the feature space as * ( ) (where * denotes the adjoint) or a pre-conditioned ,`a * ( ) and performing nonlinear iterative reconstruction such as the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) upon the result entirely within the feature space [9] . This process is very slow, especially for non-Cartesian sampling patterns, for which (⋅) comprises several non-invertible, non-separable multidimensional non-uniform fast Fourier transforms (NUFFTs) instead of invertible, separable FFTs.
Deep learning formulation
We aim to replace this slow, iterative process with a much faster deep learning network which exploits global temporal relationships while retaining the memory benefits of the linear subspace formulation. We constrain all processing of the network to occur within the L-dimensional temporal feature space (rather than the N-dimensional full temporal space), by: 1) backprojecting onto the feature space as b = ,`a * ( ); then 2) passing b through a network to apply a learned reconstruction operator (⋅):
This approach is compatible with a wide range of network architectures for a wide range of dynamic imaging applications. The specific network structure and application we used to evaluate our approach will be described in the next section.
Experiment
MR Multitasking Application, Training Data, and Preprocessing
To demonstrate and evaluate our reconstruction approach, we designed a series of experiments to replace the MR Multitasking spatial factor estimation process, i.e., iterative reconstruction by Eq. (1). Multitasking for non-ECG, free-breathing quantitative T1 mapping of the heart produces a 5-D image ( , ) with two spatial dimensions and three time dimensions: = [ , , ] . , where c is cardiac phase, r is respiratory phase, and τ is inversion time. There is an image frame for each combination of 344 T1-recovery time-points (τ), 20 cardiac phases (c), and 6 respiratory phases (r), i.e., 344 x 20 x 6 = 41280 frames (a data size equivalent to 23 min of video at 30 fps).
In our experiments, we used non-Cartesian multichannel MRI, such that ( ) = Ω([ kl ] ), where kl is the NUFFT, applies coil sensitivity patterns, and Ω is the undersampling operator. We produced our network input according to b = ,`a * ( ) = m kl n Ω * ( ) n , where Ω * (⋅) n transforms the data into the temporal feature space, kl n regrids the non-Cartesian data by applying a density compensation function (the diagonal matrix ) followed by the adjoint NUFFT kl n (a process similar to filtered backprojection), and where the pseudoinverse m performs a complex coil combination.
A total of 191 subjects' worth of raw dynamic MRI data were collected via on-site Siemens 3T MRI scanners, and split into 8:1:1 ratio as training, validation, and testing set. We used a rank of L=32 with image matrix size of 160 x 160, so the network was tasked with recovering a spatial factor composed of 32 complex-valued 160 x 160 feature maps. In order to handle complex numbers, the real and imaginary parts of were concatenated into a set of 64 real-valued 160 x 160 feature maps.
Training Parameters and Experiment Setting
The models were implemented in Tensorflow on a workstation with Nvidia GTX 1080TI GPU. Before feeding into the network, instance-wise normalization was done on both the input and label data by subtracting their mean and dividing by their standard deviation (std). We used Adam optimizer with a default learning rate of 1e-4 to minimize the L1 loss between the network output and the label data. Two network backbones were implemented and evaluated, one based on the mDCSRN [13] and the other based on the DenseUnet [14] . Both networks had the same densely-connected block setting (4 convolutional layers, 128 of growth rate, and ELU [15] nonlinear activation), whose details are shown in Fig 1. To evaluate the effects of regularization, we applied different L1 and L2 regularization on the weights to avoid overfitting. We then further investigated how the dilation rate affects the reconstruction quality. For all the experiment, models were trained for 300k steps, after which no further improvement was observed. The validation loss was monitored and the checkpoint with best validation loss was used to test the model performance.
To quantitatively analyze the results, we used three different measurements to compare results from the deep learning networks and the reference conventional iterative algorithm: 1) the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) of the spatial factors; 2) three image similarity metrics, NRMSE, PSNR, and SSIM of the reconstructed image sequences for the whole cardiac cycle (20 frames) at the end-expiration (EE) respiratory phase, for inversion times corresponding to bright-blood and dark-blood contrast weighting (i.e., the two most clinically important qualitative image weightings); and 3) the accuracy and precision of T1 maps (i.e., the quantitative map produced by Multitasking). The timing of the network runtime was also recorded. 
Results
The quantitative results of NRMSE on the spatial factor and image similarity metrics on cardiac cycles from different networks and configurations are shown in Table 1 and Bland-Altman plots of the T1 fitting results and sample T1 maps are given in Fig 3. The mDCN maps were more accurate (smaller bias) and more precise (tighter limits of agreement) than DenseUnet. Neither network showed a statistically significant bias (mDCN: p=0.98; DenseUnet: p=0.36). The mDCN results were also more highly correlated to conventional results (mDCN: R=0.95, DenseUnet R=0.90). Fig. 3 . T1 mapping results from conventional iterative reconstruction, mDCN, and DenseUnet. Bland-Altman analyses show that the mDCN is more accurate and precise than DenseUnet. In both cases, the limits of agreement are smaller than the ΔT1 of many diseases; e.g., median ΔT1 at 3 T between infarcted myocardium and remote myocardium in ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) patients was recently found to be 271 ms [16] .
Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a fast, accurate approach to large-scale dynamic MRI reconstruction with global temporal modeling using a combination of low-rank modeling and deep learning. Our dilated mDCN provided similar-quality reconstructed images and T1 maps to conventional iterative methods, while reducing the time by >3000x. This reduction makes online reconstruction feasible for clinical application.
